DIRECTIONS TO BLUE BOY INN
556 Black Eagle Street, Rincón, PR 00677
(Google Maps: “Black Eagle Rd, Aguada”)
From San Juan Airport (2-3 hours, depending on traffic):






Follow signs to PR-26/San Juan upon exiting the airport. Go 3 miles on PR-26.
Take the exit toward Expreso José de Diego/PR-2/PR-22W toward Bayamon. This is a toll
road.
You will follow PR-22 for about 52 miles until Arecibo and pay several tolls. It’s easiest to
get the toll road pass if your rental car company offers it. If you use the toll tag in your car,
keep left at toll plazas. If not, you can pay with bills or with exact change.
In Arecibo, keep left to go from PR-22 to PR-2. From here there are many traffic lights. Go
about 26 miles.
Follow directions from Aguadilla Airport below, starting at PR-2.

From Aguadilla Airport (30-45 minutes, depending on traffic):














Turn left out of the airport and left onto PR-107 toward PR-2. Go 3.6 miles.
Turn right onto PR-2 toward Aguadilla. Go 5.3 miles.
In Aguadilla you will pass a baseball stadium on the left and you will see an overhead
crosswalk.
Don’t take PR-115 from PR-2 or you will have to drive through Aguadilla and it’s easy to
get lost. It’s best to stay on PR-2 until you reach PR-417. There is a second overhead
crosswalk, so you can’t miss it.
Turn right on PR-417 and go 1.6 miles to the traffic light (cemetery is on your right). Go 1.5
miles.
At the cemetery you will find that the road splits. Take the left road, Avenida Nativo Alers
(you will see the sign in the middle of the two roads). You are now on the bypass around
Aguada. Go 1.5 miles.
Turn left on PR-115 at the “T” where Avenida Nativo Alers ends.
Take PR-115 5.1 miles. After about a mile, you will go through a big 45 degree curve - keep
straight/left. If you go right, you will hit the Aguada Balneario (public beach)
You will see two signs for PR-413. Don’t take the first one; continue on PR-115 until you
pass the U.S. Post Office on your left, and after that you will see the second sign for 413 on
your right. Watch the kilometer markers; the turn is right after 13.7. It’s easy to miss! Look
for a brown and white sign pointing right to the lighthouse and a sign pointing left to the
police station and Playero Surf Shop on the right.
Turn right on PR-413 and go 0.6 miles to the second street on the left, this is Black Eagle
Street. You will see a big 12-foot-tall sign on the left for Shipwreck Restaurant, Taino
Divers, La Copa Llena, and El Ancla.
Turn left on Black Eagle Street.
Take the first right turn onto Calle José Perez. Blue Boy Inn is the first house on the left.



If the 2 parking spaces in front are full, pass them and turn left into our private parking lot
with 7 more spaces.

From Mercedita Airport in Ponce (1.5 to 2 hours, depending on traffic):











Take PR-1 west toward PR-52. Go 1.5 miles.
Take the ramp onto Expreso Luis A. Ferré/PR-52. Go 5.1 miles.
PR-52 merges into PR-2. Continue onto PR-2 W. Go 48.8 miles.
Turn left onto PR-115. Go 8.4 miles.
After you go through the downtown area, the road takes a sharp turn to the left. Shortly after
this you will see a gas station on the right.
After the gas station, turn left on PR-413 (at Playero Surf Shop). You will see a sign for the
light house, too. Go 0.6 miles to the second street on the left, this is Black Eagle Street. You
will see a big 12-foot-tall sign on the left for Shipwreck Restaurant, Taino Divers, La Copa
Llena, and El Ancla.
Turn left on Black Eagle Street.
Take the first right turn onto Calle José Perez. Blue Boy Inn is the first house on the left.
If the 2 parking spaces in front are full, pass them and turn left into our private parking lot
with 7 more spaces.

